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Efficient Pitchbook Creation for Advisory Professionals 
 

About Pellucid Analytics 
Pellucid Analytics delivers transformational efficiency gains for advisory professionals. 
Our first product fixes pitchbook creation in investment banking. Today, investment 
banks spend about $40,000 for every pitchbook they create because highly skilled 
professionals burn exorbitant amounts of time on tedious, manual tasks using outdated 
technology. Pellucid's tablet and browser-based product automates 40% of this process 
so teams can produce insightful pitchbooks in minutes rather than days. 
 
Interview conducted by: Lynn Fosse, Senior Editor, CEOCFO Magazine 
 
CEOCFO: Mr. Crockett, would you tell us the basic concept at Pellucid Analytics? 
Mr. Crockett: The basic concept is to fix the way that advisory professionals create 
pitchbooks. Pellucid fixes the pitchbook development process by making it much more 
efficient, drastically decreasing the time it take to create a book, and offering mobility, 
quality, and scalability. Unfortunately, the banking space has been using the same old 
technologies for the last twenty years. Nothing has fundamentally changed in the way 
advisory professionals go about making pitchbooks. Pellucid is creating a new normal 
through its technology; using Pellucid's platform, some of our major clients will save 
hundreds of millions of dollars a year.  
 

CEOCFO: What have you figured out? 
Mr. Crockett: The most fundamental thing that we figured out is that the technology stack that advisory professionals are 
using today has been cobbled together and in no way represents their desired workflow. In the early stages of 
development, we went through and audited over 2,000 pitchbooks, and spoke to over 1,500 advisory professionals. When 
designing Pellucid, we looked at the whole ecosystem--who the different users are and how the software could be best 
designed to fit into their needs and behaviors. Mobility and collaboration are critical to the Pellucid experience. However, 
in my mind, visual discovery of content is the game-changer.  
 
CEOCFO: How has it not been updated in all these years? 
Mr. Crockett: I believe that there are a couple of reasons, perhaps one of the biggest is post-2007 and the increasing 
focus on cost reduction, instead of revenue expansion alone, in many of our clients. Secondarily, the combination of both 
hardware and software enhancements over the past decade have made a reality of many things that weren’t previously 
possible. The Pellucid experience is leveraging both of these developments to ensure that our clients can take a giant and 
necessary leap forward in this critical, yet painfully expensive and slow aspect of their business.  
 
CEOCFO: Where are you in the process of development commercialization? 
Mr. Crockett: We just launched the product at a Fintech conference called Finovate. We are soon starting the process of 
rolling out our first client, which is a bulge-bracket bank, and are signing a series of design partnerships with other 
incoming clients. Widespread rollout of Pellucid will commence in 2015. 
 
CEOCFO: You are targeting the banking industry? 
Mr. Crockett: Initially we are targeting the investment banking market with our first Pellucid toolkit. This decision is mainly 
a function of our deep domain expertise in this vertical, along with the extent of pain felt by investment bankers around 
pitchbook generation. 
 
In 2015 we will start work on a series of other toolkits—asset management, private banking, wealth management and 
management consulting, to name a few. Over the last two years, we have learned how many advisory professionals are 
experiencing pain because of ridiculously inefficient processes around pitchbook generation, so moving beyond the 
investment banking vertical is an easy decision. 
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CEOCFO: Why is that your first area? 
Mr. Crockett: The amount of time that people spend on pitchbooks is probably the most extreme in the investment 
banking vertical. This combined with high cost human capital also means that our clients in this space will be able to save 
hundreds of millions of dollars every year after they start using Pellucid. 
  
CEOCFO: How is it made so that it works so smoothly? 
Mr. Crockett: Apart from the domain experience within the firm, we did a lot of work with users to truly understand their 
needs and workflow – in other words, we took a design-thinking approach. We then used an agile methodology 
throughout the development process, ensuring that we continually refine our thinking of the problem as we reimagine the 
entire workflow, from raw data to finished pitchbook. Our whole UX approach has then been heavily influenced by the 
consumerization of software, and particularly mobile software. We have taken cues from the ways our users utilize tablet 
based software in their lives outside of work and leveraged that experience to keep ease of use front and center. Overall, 
this means that we have designed a solution that fits the workflows of our users, made it intuitive to use, and delivered 
game-changing efficiencies at every place possible. 
  
CEOCFO: Are people excited? Have they been looking for a better method or are they just amazed that it exists? 
Mr. Crockett: People are exceptionally excited – anyone who is or was previously an advisory professional has lived the 
pain of the process of putting together pitchbooks. Many early users have been commenting that Pellucid would have 
given them back years of their lives. A couple of clients and even some vendors have tried unsuccessfully to solve certain 
portions of the problem that we are solving – so while the problem has been around for decades and people have made 
attempts to fix these processes – the previous solutions often ended up being more of a Band-Aid approach. Pellucid has 
reimagined what the entire process could be and built the software and user experience from the ground up to solve the 
entire pitchbook problem for advisory professionals.  

 
CEOCFO: What was the response at Finovate? 
Mr. Crockett: The response from Finovate has been excellent. The interesting thing for me from Finovate is that it was an 
unfiltered audience who rushed to come over and talk to us after the demo about how Pellucid can be applied in their 
verticals. This has further validated how wide the application of Pellucid can be and given us a lot to think about in terms 
of which verticals are next for Pellucid.  
 
CEOCFO: Do you have the funding you need or are you seeking funding and partnerships? 
Mr. Crockett: We are always seeking the right partnerships. That goes for a combination of financiers, data providers and 
early clients to name a few. On the funding side, we have been running a healthy business with the MVP of Pellucid for 
some time. In addition, we have closed a $3 million Series A, and at some point in the near future, we will start working on 
our Series B.  
 
CEOCFO: How far will that funding go? 
Mr. Crockett: That funding will take us through the first two verticals. 
 
CEOCFO: How are you reaching potential customers? 
Mr. Crockett: For our first vertical, investment banking, potential clients have come predominantly through existing 
connections across Wall Street. However, word is spreading quickly, and because of this, we are seeing many inbound 
inquiries from both within the investment banking market and across a wide array of other verticals. You have to 
remember this is a large problem and one that companies have been actively seeking to solve for some time now. 
 
CEOCFO: What is your geographic reach? 
Mr. Crockett: Our headquarters are in Boulder CO and we also have an office in NYC. The combination of these two 
offices will cover our client base in the Americas. We are then expecting to open offices in Europe and Asia mid-way 
through next year. 
 
CEOCFO: Are you targeting the US first or going global? 
Mr. Crockett: We are implicitly targeting global. Most of our clients have global reach so while the rollout will commence 
in the Americas we will be covering the globe shortly thereafter. 

“The thing that most people remember about Pellucid is the pain they could have avoided if 
they had had Pellucid years ago. For our users this might be increased ability to go out to 
see clients or an additional few hours of sleep a day – but at the end of the day there is 
always a flash that comes across our users’ eyes and a question, ‘When can I get it?’”  

                                               - Adrian Crockett 
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CEOCFO: Would you tell us about your corporate culture? 
Mr. Crockett: Firstly and most importantly, I see everything based around the customer experience. The firm is then 
based on an agile philosophy allowing us to react and move quickly to our clients' feedback. Perhaps the two biggest 
drivers of this philosophy come from the large concentration of designers and engineers in the firm. Overall it means that 
all of our employees are empowered to do what the customer needs to enhance the customer experience, and that we 
are focused on continually improving and expanding what Pellucid can do for our clients.  
 
CEOCFO: Many newer companies have the same general concept, so why should someone want to work with 
Pellucid? 
Mr. Crockett: The major differentiator is that we truly believe in autonomy and that everyone is a critical spoke in the 
overall wheel. Employees all belong to small teams where they have a big say in how projects are tackled, and 
importantly, every employee can see their impact on the product. I would also say it’s nice for our team to know that they 
are not only building something that is cool, but something that is changing the users' lives for the better. Keep in mind 
that this isn’t software that people are using 20 minutes a day; many of our users will be spending the vast majority of their 
day in Pellucid (often 10-plus hours per day), and that really hits home for our team. 
 
CEOCFO: Why pay attention to Pellucid? 
Mr. Crockett: Today we are exposed to an ever-increasing amount of data – at the same time the clients of advisory 
professionals are increasingly requiring opinions about what should be done together with the data and supporting 
analytics and visualizations to substantiate that position. Pellucid fixes this problem, often compressing the time that it 
takes to develop pitchbooks from hundreds of hours down to literally minutes. 
 
Pellucid is about collecting, collating, crunching and visualizing data and then allowing our users to seamlessly pull 
together the pitchbook to answers their clients' questions. While we are starting with investment banking, this is a problem 
that is felt by a wide array of advisory professionals and one that Pellucid is well positioned to solve.  
 
CEOCFO: What should people remember most about Pellucid? 
Mr. Crockett: The thing that most people remember about Pellucid is the pain they could have avoided if they had had 
Pellucid years ago. For our users this might be increased ability to go out to see clients or an additional few hours of sleep 
a day – but at the end of the day there is always a flash that comes across our users’ eyes and a question, “When can I 
get it?” For the management ranks, the take-away is simpler – how much better that bottom line will look with Pellucid. 
 

 
BIO: Adrian Crockett is the CEO and co-founder of Pellucid Analytics (“Pellucid”). He oversees all teams within the 
company, and spearheads Pellucid’s mission to achieve a market-leading position and build a culture of continual 
innovation, ensuring ongoing expansion across the product suite. Adrian has over 16 years of investment banking 
experience, most recently as Managing Director and Head of the Strategic Finance Group at Credit Suisse. Prior to this, 
he managed similar teams for over a decade at other prestigious Wall Street institutions, including Merrill Lynch and 
Deutsche Bank. 
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Pellucid Analytics 

1426 Pearl Street, Suite 100 
Boulder, CO 80302-5311 

720 336 5150 
www.pellucid.com 


